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Abstract 

As the increasing usage of data generating devices like cameras, mobile phones, Auto-

ID technologies, and so on, huge amount of data are created. Data compression is very 

important. In order to use the suitable compression methods on reducing the data volume, 

this paper uses iceberg-cubes to compress the data based on the entropy query 

mechanism. Using the definition of iceberg-cubes, this paper uses the entropy query 

principle for getting the key value from the original datasets. The iceberg-cubes are then 

used for generating the compressed data which should be stored in the hardware devices. 

It is observed that these proposed algorithms could achieve 32.46% compression ratio 

averagely. 
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1. Introduction 

As the increasing usage of electronic devices like cameras, mobile phones, Auto-ID 

technologies, and so on, huge amount of data are created [1]. Take USA for example, the 

average consumer used 733 MB of data a month in the first quarter, according to Nielsen. 

Millions of subscribers own basic feature phones that consume hardly any data, but even 

smartphones have a tough time consuming more than 1 GB a month without a voracious 

video app. These data are with different format, heterogeneous sources, and various 

applications [2]. Thus, it is very important to process the data before different purposes. 

The process of the data includes several steps such as data collection, cleansing, 

compression, interpretation, and ultimate application [3]. Within these steps, data 

compression is very important. First of all, the datasets may be so huge that it is difficult 

to find the decent information or knowledge from them. Secondly, the hardware for 

storing the datasets may be limited. Thus, it is necessary to carry out compression 

procedure before keeping the useful data into the datasets [4]. Thirdly, the data may carry 

lots of information and knowledge that the density plays critical role in organizing the 

data effectively and efficiently. As a result, suitable compression is needed for the 

purpose. 

In order to use the suitable compression methods on reducing the data volume, great 

myriads of research and practices work have been carried out [5-7]. In Astrophysics, a 

(biased) view of using the statistical tools to achieve data compression of data [8]. Data 

cubes are widely used for organizing the large amount of data [9]. Iceberg-cube is a 

method to compress the data [1, 10]. An iceberg-cube is a sub-set of datasets. This 

method could be easily realized in the relation database. 

This paper uses iceberg-cubes to compress the data based on the entropy query 

mechanism. The data volume could be compressed by the iceberg-cubes. However, the 

database files only keep the data elements partially. It is difficult to give response to the 

global query from the original data cubes. In the new algorithm, using the entropy query 

in iceberg-cube, the compression efficiency is achieved together with the query 

effectiveness availability and feasibility. 
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2. Problem Description 

Let cube TCQ  with entropy coverage denotes a table T. A threshold will be defined. 

TCQ  thus, will be divided into two subsets: 1S  and 2S . 

1 { | , [ ] }b b T bS u u CQ u M threshold   , 2 { | , [ ] }b b T bS u u CQ u M threshold   . When 

there is no upper boundary which meets [ ]bu M threshold  in TCQ . 1 2S S  . Once 

it exists, 1 2 { | , [ ] }b b T bS S u u CQ u M threshold    . Given the data cube compression 

problem, we have to propose several definitions: 

Definition 1. The down iceberg-cube from a table T  is defined as 

{ | , [ ] }
TCQ b b T bD u u CQ u M threshold   , the upper iceberg-cube is 

{ | , [ ] }
TCQ b b T bU u u CQ u M threshold   . The down and upper iceberg-cubes from a 

table are the basic cube for data. There is a function f  which is used for generating the 

data cubes TD . f  has several dimensions: 1 2, , TM c c D . 

Definition 2. If 1 2c c , then 1 2[ ] [ ]c M c M , the f  is termed increasing function. 

That means 2c  has the smaller coverage set of basic elements from T  then 1c . If 1 2c c , 

then 1 2[ ] [ ]c M c M , the f  is termed decreasing function. 

Definition 3. The basic table 1 2( , ,... , )nT A A A M  has the entropy coverage cube 

1 2( , ,... , ( ))T nCQ A A A f M . The iceberg-cube T TICQ CQ . If b Tq u ICQ  , qq UB . 

That means q  is the upper grid of TD . 

Using the above definitions, the following tables could be calculated the entropy 

coverage cube (ECC) TCQ . 

 

Table 1. ECC Calculation Example 

1D  1D  1D  MIN(M) SUM(M) 

* * * 3 18 

* * 2d  3 9 

* b  * 6 15 

ort  b  2d  6 6 

anv  * * 3 12 

anv  b  1d  9 9 

anv  b  2d  3 3 

 

From Table 1, the iceberg cover quotient cube (iceberg-cube) could be got as 

follows MIN (M)<3): 

 

Table 2. Iceberg-Cube 

1D  1D  1D  SUM(M) 

* * * 3 

* * 2d  3 

anv  * * 3 

anv  b  2d  3 
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In the entropy query coverage cube using the function f , there is a partial 

ordering relation of the functional value and grid if the filter conditions are 

threshold  or threshold . Thus, the filtered grid set and reserved grid set has the 

partial ordering relation. 

 

3. Proposed Algorithm 

The proposed algorithm using entropy query mechanism to compress the iceberg-cubes 

is based on some lemmas, which are reported as follows. 

Lemma 1. For the down iceberg-cube ( )TCQ f M threshold TD CQ  , f  is the increasing 

function, the entropy query q  is less than 
bu  if 

Tb CQu D . There is no existing of 

'
Tb CQu D  s.t. 

'

b bu u . Thus, b qu UB  is observed. 

PROOF. (Apagoge). Assume b qu UB . 

 
Tb CQu D   [ ( )]bu f M threshold  

 bq u   [ ( )] [ ( )]bq f M u f M  

Then [ ( )]q f M threshold  

 [ ( )]qUB f M threshold  

 
Tq CQUB D  end. 

Lemma 2. If b Tu ICQ  does not exist, s.t. bq u  or bq u , then, q TUB ICQ . 

Both lemmas are suitable for down and upper iceberg-cube. Suing them, it is 

possible to figure out whether qUB  is in TICQ  or not under different situations. For 

the entropy query of each point, the compression of the data cube is based on the 

entropy query coverage cube that is able to reflect the same results before the 

compression. Each compressed grid could present a certain coverage of grid from 

the original data [11]. And the presence is a unique mapping over the iceberg-cube.  

Algorithm 1. Entropy query-based Iceberg-cube Initial 

Input: Entropy Point 1(..., ,... ,... )i nq eq eq eq , iceberg-cube TICQ , Type of TICQ , the 

type of function f  when generating TICQ  of the dimensions. // TICQ  has been 

sequenced given the Key value increased.  

Output: Grid q  of the compressed attribute value 

Steps: 

1. If f  is increasing function and the TICQ  is down iceberg-cube, or f  is the 

decreasing function and TICQ  is upper iceburg-cube. 

2. Return 1( , )TF q ICQ ; 

3. Else reture FALSE; // the entropy query cannot be established. 

4. Function 1( , )TF q ICQ  

{ 

5. Open TICQ ; 

6. bu  the first cell in TICQ ; 

7. v false ; 

8. While not eof ( TICQ ) 

{ 

 If ( bq u  or bq u ) 
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  . .bv u Ag Value // the value of compressed results. 

  { | }
Com

i TCube v v ICQ  ; 

else bu  the next tuple of TICQ  

} 

9. Close TICQ ; 

10. Return 
Com

Cube ; 

} 

 

This algorithm firstly opens the iceberg coverage cubes data file. The pointer is set to the 

first tuple (grid). From the definition 1, if bu q , bu  is the upper boundary of q . The 

compressed value should be aggregated from the entropy calculation. Since the TICQ  is 

sequenced by the partial ordering relation, each tuple from TICQ  could be reflected 

from the compressed cube 
Com

Cube . 

Algorithm 2. Compressed value using entropy query. 

Input: query q , iceberg-cube TICQ , entropy TE  of TICQ ,array of dimension value 

Output: Compressed aggregation value of qUB . 

Steps: 

1. open TICQ , calculate TE ; 

2. calculate the ordering key qsk  of q ; 

3. query the TE  of binary b  in qsk -th; 

4. if ( b ==0) 

 return false; 

else calculate the bsk  of b ; 

5. calculate the dimension value of bsk ; 

6. generate the array of dimension values; 

7. create the basic of each cube dimension 1 2( , ..., )ncd cd cd ; 

8. for ( 1; 1;j j n j     ) 

{ 

 1 2. / (( 1) ( 1) ... ( 1))j j nAg value sk cd cd cd        ; 

 . ( 1)jsk sk Ag value cd     

 
1

1 1

/ .
ij

nn

j T q j

i i

v sk E UB sk Ag value cd


 

     

} 

9. Return 1 2( , ,..., )nv v v ; 

10. Merge 1 2( , ,..., )nv v v  to the iceberg-cube compressed results; 

The proposed algorithms use the calculation of entropy coverage cube in order to 

generate the compressed iceberg-cubes. It is using the query operation for this purpose. 

The principle is simple and feasible [12]. However, the efficiency has the space for 

further improvement. According to the value of threshold, the entropy query-based cube 

is able to get the sub-set. 
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4. Experiments and Discussion 

The experiment is carried out by using the data from the weather data of U.S. The 

dataset is DEP85L.DAT, which includes large number of data with many dimensions, 

such as stationID (7037), longitude (352), solaraltitude (179), latitude (3809), 

presentweather (101), day (30), changecode (10), hour (8), brightness (2). Integer has 

been used for coding the data and the COUNT()<3 is set to be the threshold. 

The environment of the experiments are as follows. CUP: INTEL Core 2 Duo, 

1.86GHz; Memory: DDRII 8GB; Hard disk: (250GB), speed 7200 per minute; Operation 

System: Mircrosoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise Edition Service Pack 2; 

Programming Environment; Microsoft Visual C++ 6. 

Two experiments are carried out. Firstly, Eight groups of dataset is used for examining 

the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithms. Figure 1 shows the results 

which compare the original uncompressed dataset and the data cubes compressed by the 

proposed algorithm. It is observed that in the first group and last group, the compression 

results are not good. Because of the ordering key is not selected suitably. The fifth group 

has the best compression results because of the entropy query efficiency. The 

compression ratio is 47.86% that means it can save the storage space of almost 50%. And 

the average compression ratio of the proposed algorithm is 32.46%, which is able to save 

the data cube space by almost one third from the experiments. 

 

 

Figure 1. Compression Results Comparing with Original Datasets 
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Figure 2. Experiment Results of Presence of Compressed Data Cubes 

The second experiment is to examine the presence of the compressed cubes comparing 

with the uncompressed original datasets. Figure 2 presents the experimental results from 

comparing the results of uncompressed dataset and data cubes compressed by the 

algorithms. Different dimensions (0~10) are used for carrying out the experiments. The 

information unit from 0 to 140 is used for representing the meaning of the dataset. It is 

observed that the compressed data is able to reflect the information or meaning from the 

entropy query. With the increasing of dimensions, the accuracy will be decrease a little 

bit. However, the variations are not very large that the efficiency and feasibility of the 

proposed algorithm will be guaranteed. 

 

5. Conclusion and Remarks 

This paper proposes a new algorithm for data cube compression using the entropy 

query mechanism for large amount of dataset. Due to the immense of digital devices used 

in our daily life, great myriad of data are created which should be compressed efficiently 

and effectively. Using the definition of iceberg-cubes, this paper uses the entropy query 

principle for getting the key value from the original datasets. The iceberg-cubes are then 

used for generating the compressed data which should be stored in the hardware devices. 

Several contributions are significant from this research. Firstly, several definitions are 

given to define the problems faced by the data processing from both theoretical and 

practical aspects. The definitions divide the iceberg-cube into two parts: down and upper 

given the threshold boundary principle. Secondly, the proposed algorithm uses entropy 

query method to find the compressed value from a large dataset. Finally, the feasibility 

and efficiency of the algorithms are examined by carrying out the experiments from two 

perspectives. 

Future research will be carried out from two aspects. First of all, the efficiency could 

be improved that the calculation loops are time cost due to the large dataset. Parallel 

calculation method could be used for easing the efficiency. Secondly, a demo system 

could be established for examining the data compression by using different types of 

datasets. This paper uses weather data from the experiments, which is not typical in our 

daily life. More datasets could be used for using other data types like RFID or sensor data.  
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